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Moving on
For my Sip I decided to do a painting to portray the feelings behind being a senior during
the current pandemic. I actually do not show off my artwork in school so this felt like the right
way to leave Holy Child after eight years. I felt a painting would be the best way to express the
feelings of many seniors, including my own. The background of the painting is a rainbow swirl.
This is to represent the warmth the seniors are getting from the community. Through this hard,
hurtful time, seniors are getting so much love which I felt needed to be represented in my
painting. After I started painting, I decided that she should not have a skin color because the
class of 2020 is not one race, connecting this painting to every senior. I felt like this is an
important idea to portray because of the racism that has been happening recently. This idea of

race is really important for me to portray because it is a real problem and something I am
passionate about putting an end to. By making her translucent, it also shows that seniors are
feeling the warmth and love from the community. After spending eight years at Holy Child
waiting for my senior year, it was taken from me. The girl portrayed in my painting is wearing a
pink mask that says class of 2020 to connect her back to our class at Holy Child, as our class
color is pink . Through this painting, I tried to capture the feeling of sadness while giving hope.
The girl is crying because of the lack of her senior year but it is only one tear. This is to let the
seniors know that while this is terrible, we will move on and persevere with or without a senior
year.
For this painting, I used acrylic paint for the background. I first started off with painting
the canvas white. I then decided to make the surroundings colorful and blended each color
together to portray warmth surrounding the girl. I made sure to use water to blend the colors
together to give it the swirl and little bit of thermal pattern. I drew on the canvas with a sharpie to
outline the girl. I felt paint would make the lines look too thick, especially with the paint brushes
that I have at home.

